Message from the DEXA 2015 Workshop Chairs

The Database and Expert Systems Applications (DEXA) conference is thought of as a platform for the exchange of ideas, experiences, and opinions among theorists and practitioners—those who are defining requirements for future systems in the areas of database and artificial technologies.

The DEXA workshop includes papers that are primarily concerned with very specialised topics on applications of database and expert systems technology. We want to thank all workshop organisers for their excellent work.

This is the 17th time that DEXA workshop papers have been published by the Conference Publishing Services (CPS) of the IEEE Computer Society. The cooperation with CPS has been a very good one, which we would like to continue in future years. Special thanks to Randall Bilof as the production editor for this edition of the DEXA 2015 proceedings.

DEXA 2015 is the 26th annual scientific platform on Database and Expert Systems Applications. Earlier conferences took place in Vienna, Berlin, Valencia, Prague, Athens, London, Zurich, Toulouse, Vienna, Florence, Greenwich, Munich, Aix en Provence, Prague, Zaragoza, Copenhagen, Krakow, Regensburg, Turin, Linz, Bilbao, Toulouse, Vienna, Prague, and Munich. This year DEXA takes place at the Instituto Tecnológico de Informática (ITI), Universitat Politècnica de Valencia (UPV), Valencia, Spain. Many thanks especially to the Instituto Tecnológico de Informática (ITI) for hosting DEXA 2015.

We express our thanks to all institutions that actively supported this event:

- Instituto Tecnológico de Informática (ITI), Universitat Politècnica de Valencia (UPV), Valencia, Spain
- DEXA Association
- Institute for Application Oriented Knowledge Processing, University of Linz (FAW)
- FAW GmbH

Many people contributed numerous hours to organise DEXA. Special thanks to Amin Anjomshoaa (TU Vienna), A. Dreiling (FAW, Linz), and G. Wagner (DEXA Association, Austria). Many thanks to all members of the Program Committee and others who have very carefully reviewed the submitted papers.
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